
 

Cosmic Stallion 
Pure, unrelenting, comfortable, strong, light. Do these words belong together? 
They do when describing All-City’s Cosmic Stallion.  
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THE BUILD 

Frameset: All-City Cosmic Stallion w/ Whiskey No. 9 Fork 
52cm A.C.E Steel w/ Whiskey No. 9 Carbon Fork 

This thing is sublime. I named her Oizys, goddess of misery and suffering, 
to go with the theme of all the rides this bike eats up. You can expect a 
smooth, light, strong, and responsive frame from All-City’s A.C.E steel 
tubing. She has seen countless battles with rocks launched from an 
opponent's wheels, drops from a poorly called out hole, and pops from a 
not-too-shabby 1600 watt sprint without batting an eye. The Whiskey 
fork that comes with the frameset is an excellent choice from All-City as 
well. The only issue I had was brake caliper incompatibility forcing me to 
trim some of my very wide caliper mount off. They have since fixed this 
issue, however! 

Wheels: Industry9 UL235 & Mavic Cosmic 
1300 grams of Aluminum beauty and 1500 grams of aero-swiftness. 

Gravel Wheels 

When searching for wheels, I wanted something light, strong, stylish, and 
affordable. This wheelset ticks all the categories splendidly with very little 
compromise. 1300 grams was lighter than almost any carbon wheelset I 
found and had me worried about the thickness of the material. After 
hundreds of miles racing at full send, dicking about jumping up and 
riding down sets of stairs, and thousands of miles in the hard gravel of 
Texas, I only managed to break one rim. It was immediately warrantied by 
I9 with no cost to me. I love companies that make rad stuff (and make it 
well) and are not afraid to back it up. On top of their lightness and 
durability, they offer you a choice of colors for spokes, nipples, hub, AND 
valve stem. CUSTOMMM BAYBEEE!  

Road Wheels 

Cosmic on my Cosmic? Yes. Cosmic squared. That’s INTERGALACTIC 
STALLION TO YOU! But, for real: light, aero, affordable, and strong? Has 
technology gone too far? We will find out after I put some miles on these 
babies. They are brand new. 

TIRES 

Teravail Cannonball 
42/38mm & Rutland 42mm 

Cannonball. That is what I feel 
like on these tires. 
Unstoppable, explosive, red 
hot, and moving fast. 
Gripping in turns and blasting 
down straights is where these 
tires feel most comfortable. 
Not only that, but they last, 
and last, and last. In the first 
5k miles I had on the first set I 
owned, only one flat occured. 
On a staple. DAMN YOU 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES!  

The Rutland I chose out of 
fear of the DK flint hills. 
Descending like a banshee 
following Luke Gentry (Oscar 
the Grouch on Strava) these 
were never out of their 
element. Not one flat yet. 
Sticky as a 4-year old 
cinnamon roll glaze baked 
onto the bottom of your oven. 
I’ll take two please!   

 

 

 

 

 

 



Groupset/Drivetrain: SRAM Force 1x11 w/ 46x10-42 
A strong clutch, quick shifting, lightweight, and no fear of bathing it in dirt. 

The double-tap SRAM has in all of its products, combined with a durable 
and light build, makes it the ideal to take into battle. With the 
narrow-wide setup built into the Wolf Tooth 46 chainring you do not drop 
chain. OKAY, fine not “do not drop chain”, but in all my adventures I have 
only managed it once. One time. The 10-42 rear cassette means I have the 
best of both worlds and can bomb down hills still putting power down and 
mozey up climbs with a swift cadence. All in all, I believe this is the 
perfect setup. 

COCKPIT 
 
Enve 
 
Not having a carbon fibre 
cockpit should be considered 
heresy of the highest order. I 
want something strong, 
corrosion resistant, supple, 
light, and strong.  That is why 
I chose Enve. The bumps are 
all eaten up by the forgiving 
carbon while not feeling 
floppy in an all-out sprint. I 
do not know how they do it 
but they are master 
craftsmen.  

 


